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A Framework for Measuring Stability of
Recursive Partitioning Methods
(And Others)
Michel Philipp, Thomas Rusch*,
Carolin Strobl, Kurt Hornik
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Recursive Partitioning
Example: Titanic passenger data
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R package party (Hothorn, Hornik, Strobl and Zeileis)
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Recursive Partitioning
I Well-known and popular method for data analysis
I Explore relationship between variables in data sets
Resulting trees are a fruit salad
+ The plum: easy to interpret
– The lemon: unstable
I Small changes in the data ⇒ large changes in the tree
I No measures of confidence for the complete tree
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Illustration
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Recursive Partitioning
I Well-known and popular method for data analysis
I Explore relationship between variables in data sets
Resulting trees are a fruit salad
+ The plum: easy to interpret
– The lemon: unstable
I Small changes in the data ⇒ large changes in the tree
I No measures of confidence for the complete tree
⇒ If trees are unstable, is a single tree safe to interpret?
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Stability Assessment for Trees
We can make lemonade...
I Use the observation on instability to make statements
about the stability
I Get measure of stability for the complete tree
(“reliability”)
I Been recognized in the literature and lead to (ad hoc)
solutions
Approaches in a nutshell:
I Resample from the learning data
I Fit trees on all samples
I Investigate how the tree predictions differ
⇒ we formalized this into a framework and investigated the
parts
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Stability Assessment for Trees
We can make lemonade...
I Use the observation on instability to make statements
about the stability
I Get measure of stability for the complete tree
(“reliability”)
I Been recognized in the literature and lead to (ad hoc)
solutions
Approaches in a nutshell:
I Resample from the learning data
I Fit trees on all samples
I Investigate how the tree predictions differ
⇒ we formalized this into a framework and investigated the
parts
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Stability Assessment in General
Stability assessment is particularly useful for but not limited
to recursive partitioning
Boosting Random forest Support vector regression
Least squares regression Lasso regression Recursive partitioning
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Stability Framework
I We can have two situations
I Real data problem (data generating process unknown)
I Simulation study problem (or population data; data
generating process known)
I Stability assessment depends on
I Algorithm, Model
I Data generating process
I Sample size
I Resampling Strategy, Distance measure
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Stability Framework
Formalized Procedure:
for b = 1, . . .B
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Stability Framework
I Two situations
I Real data problem (data generating process unknown)
I Simulation study problem (or population data; data
generating process known)
Parts of the framework:
I Stability assessment depends on
I Algorithm, Model
I Data generating process (DGP)
I Sample size
I Resampling strategy, Distance measure
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Match between Algorithm and DGP
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Stability Framework
I Two situations
I Real data problem (data generating process unknown)
I Simulation study problem (or population data; data
generating process known)
Parts of the framework:
I Stability assessment depends on
I Algorithm, Model
I Data generating process
I Distance measure
I Sample size
I Resampling strategy & evaluation method
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Resampling Strategy
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Resampling Strategy
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Resampling Strategy
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Stability Framework
I Two situations
I Real data problem (data generating process unknown)
I Simulation study problem (or population data; data
generating process known)
Parts of the framework:
I Stability assessment depends on
I Algorithm, Model
I Data generating process
I Distance measure
I Sample size
I Resampling strategy & evaluation method
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Usage: Stability Assessment
Stability and prediction accuracy of ctree
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Usage: Algorithm Comparison
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Usage: Tuning
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R Package stablelearner
> mytree <- ctree(y ~ x1 + x2 + ..., data = ...)
> stab_mytree <- stability(mytree)
> summary(stab_mytree)
Call:
ctree(formula = form, data = titanic_pax)
Sampler:
B = 500
Resampling method = Bootstrap sampling
Evaluation method = OOB
Sampling summary:
avg min max
Learning sample size 1213.000 1213 1213
Learning overlap 484.494 451 522
Evaluation sample size 163.350 135 190
Evaluation overlap 0.000 0 0
Similarity summary:
, , Total variation distance (reversed)
5% 25% 50% 75% 95%
party 0.889 0.906 0.920 0.932 0.952
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Framework for assessing the stability of trees (and more)
I One number/distribution for measuring stability
I Can be used for assessment and tuning
I Works for classification and regression problems
I R package stablelearner (Philipp, Strobl, Zeileis,
Rusch, Hornik; get it from CRAN or R-Forge!)
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